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“The first step
to diminishing
a backlog is
to identify
the cause.”

Effective Solutions
for Managing a
Manuscript Backlog

A

s much as it may seem like an abundance of submissions and accepted papers is
a problem any journal would like to have, a backlog of unpublished manuscripts
can be stressful on a journal’s relationship with authors as well
as on the editorial staff. Furthermore, if your publication
becomes known as a twilight zone where papers languish for years
awaiting publication, many potential repeat contributors may
decide to submit their new work elsewhere, and your once
overflowing manuscript pipeline may dry up.

Possible Causes
The first step to diminishing a backlog is to identify the
cause. Taking a critical look at editorial practices can
be daunting, and there may be more than one factor
contributing to your mountain of manuscripts.
Acceptance rate Begin by
taking a look at the acceptance
rate for your publication. Are
you accepting more and more
manuscripts each year, while
your page budget stays the
same? Make sure decisions
are being made in line with
your page budget for the
year, and communicate your
page budget to key decision
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from the editor

Joanna Gillette, Marketing

Don’t Forget to Tip Your Waiters
As a child, my older brother found the urge
to “tip” our waiter at restaurants simply
irresistible. In addition to the monetary tip
left by our parents, he would jot a witty (so
he thought) piece of advice on a napkin or
receipt to be found by our lucky servitor.
“Don’t wear a swimsuit in a snowstorm,” or
“Look both ways before crossing the street,”
seemed sage advice to a 10-year-old boy.
Now, it seems we are constantly
bombarded with tips. From Groupon to
Twitter to the nightly news, everyone
seems bent on giving us their latest tip.
Some advice is pretty ordinary and
obvious, like the tips my brother doled
out to unsuspecting waitstaff. Some tips,
however, are welcome and helpful bits of
advice. That is how I hope you find the
many and varied tips offered in this issue
of FrontMatter.
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Our Feature article, “Effective Solutions
for Managing a Manuscript Backlog,”
contains useful advice for tackling an
unwieldy backlog. You’ll find a variety of
suggestions for clearing out your excess
submissions to keep your issues on track.

If you are looking for guidance in the
area of member retention, our Society
Membership article “Increasing Member
Retention Among New Members” has
some useful recommendations. On
average, first and second year members
are the least likely to renew. Christy Classi,
Association Manager for Allen Press,
shares some great ideas for reversing that
trend.
Of course, not all solutions are appropriate
for every situation, but I’m confident you’ll
find one or two ideas to try.
Got a tip for us? We’re always interested
in your feedback about the newsletter
and ideas you have for future articles.
Please email comments, suggestions, or
ideas to frontmatter@allenpress.com. 
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makers so that everyone has a responsibility for
keeping to it.
Editorial practice Is there a choke point in your
workflow causing manuscripts to languish?
Examine both your peer review and production
workflows to make sure that from submission to
publication there are no points of friction.
A temporary influx Did something happen in your
organization or your discipline to create a surge
of interest? An especially press-worthy paper, new
discovery, or even a successful annual conference
may have garnered a bit of extra attention (and
submissions) for your publication. Consider
whether this is a temporary boost or whether you
should expect to continue receiving submissions
at an increased rate. Chart your submission
history and your acceptance rates to see if you
are experiencing a steady increase, or a quick
peak followed by submission rates that are more
typical for your publication.

Creative Ways to Publish Your Backlog of
Manuscripts
After identifying the reasons for your backlog,
your next question should be, “How do we fix this
without blowing our budget out of the water?”

An Expedited Workflow for Open-Access
or Online-Only Articles
This option offers your authors a way to sidestep
the backlog and publish quickly, with limited cost
to the society. Articles can be published online
at the same time as the print journal is mailed,
or they can be published ahead of the full issue.
You may even mention online-only articles in the
print version. Online articles could appear in the
table of contents with an online-only icon or in a
special section with abstracts only.

Effective Solutions for Managing a Manuscript Backlog

publish accepted articles online before they
appear in a printed issue. This may be an ideal
solution if your backlog is due to a clog in your
editorial workflow rather than an overabundance
of submissions. Consider where papers get
stuck in your workflow. This may help you
determine whether you should release papers
online immediately after acceptance (prior to
copyediting and typesetting) or only after they
have been copyedited, typeset, and approved for
final publication. The printed issue may not be
ready for several more weeks or even months, but
the article is published and available for citation.
This solution can help keep your authors happy
by getting their papers published sooner.

Supplemental Issue(s) to Clear the
Decks
This solution may hurt your budget a bit, but it
will gain adoration from authors. Consider doing
a special issue grouping papers of the same area,
subject, research type, etc., into one issue. If your
budget is too tight to handle the extra cost, try
soliciting advertisers to sponsor a special issue.
Since these issues can often be very focused and
appeal to a specific audience, finding willing
sponsors may be easier than you think. This is
also a great solution if you suspect your backlog
is due to a temporary influx of submissions. If
you find yourself needing to publish several
supplemental issues each year to keep up, it may
be better to consider other options.

Start Another
Journal to Publish
Second-Tier
Articles

You may want to keep this as a limited option,
offering the oldest manuscripts the opportunity
first, with around five online-only articles per
issue. This offer can be extended to authors
currently in the queue for publication, and will
offer some immediate relief to the backlog.

If you find you have
a lot of articles that are
written by students or that are part of a subdiscipline, consider starting a new journal. Keep
in mind that the new journal need not follow the
same publication model as your original journal.
Many journals charge authors submission and
publication fees. It may be easier for your authors
to accept a new model for a new publication than
for an existing publication.

Preprint Online Publication

Limit Article Length

This publication model goes by many names:
preprints, early online release, issue in progress,
papers in press, etc. The concept is simple:

Limiting article length is never easy; there always
seems to be an exception to the rule. However,
creating a game plan for how you will handle
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“An online-only
option offers
your authors a
way to sidestep
the backlog and
publish quickly,
with limited cost to
the society.”
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Effective Solutions for Managing a Manuscript Backlog

Amanda Heather, Client Solutions

“Managing
your backlog
can help ensure
that accepted
manuscripts are
published in a
timely manner.”

authors requesting that the limit be waived
and clearly communicating this to editors and
reviewers could help you avoid excessively long
manuscripts that eat into your page budget. You
could even institute a surcharge for articles that
exceed the maximum page limit to help cover the
cost of publication.

Reduce Acceptance Rates
Consider your acceptance rate. Remind your
reviewers and editors that not every paper
submitted to your journal should be published.
You may want to refine your journal’s mission or
narrow the focus to maintain a lower acceptance
rate. Although it can sometimes be difficult to turn
away good papers, consider how the quality of
your publication could improve if you raise the bar.

Publish More Pages
If higher submission and/or acceptance rates
appear to be permanent, you may want to
increase your page budget. Keep in mind
that in publishing more articles you may risk
negatively affecting your journal’s impact factor
by flooding the market with articles faster than
they can be cited. However, quality articles
that meet your journal’s rigorous peer-review
standards may have a positive impact if they
are well cited. Of course, publishing more
pages means increased costs, so here are a few
suggestions for generating revenue to cover the
increase:
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charges with print publication and not charging
authors satisfied with online-only publication.
This would give them an incentive to forgo print
all together.
You may wish to waive publication fees in certain
circumstances. Make it clear to authors that they
can request a waiver and let them know your
policy. Make sure guidelines are clear and that
your editorial office adheres to the policy.
Increase subscription prices If you are increasing
the amount of material published each year,
either by adding pages to each issue or
increasing the number of issues, an increase
in your subscription rate is justified. Make sure
your readers know that they are getting more
for their money. Point out how much more
content is included in each issue when they new
subscription rates are announced.
Review your rate structure. If you offer a single
subscription rate you may want to consider a
change. Offering different rates for print and
online, discounted rates for students, or charging
increased postage for international print
subscribers may help you apply rate increases
where they are appropriate without risking
severe attrition due to increased rates across the
board.

Author page charges and author submission fees
This is not a popular option with authors to
be sure. However, instituting or increasing the
amount of existing author page charges and
author submission fees would go a long way
towards helping cover the cost of
extra pages each year.

Advertising Many STM journals have a strict noadvertising policy, but let’s face it, advertising
can be a great source of revenue. If you’ve never
allowed advertising in the past, take another look
at the market to see if your journal could support
advertising sales efforts. Advertising can be done
in a way that is respectful of editorial integrity, and
if it allows you to add more relevant content to
your issues, your readers probably won’t complain.

Remember that
you don’t have to
enforce the same
fee structure for
every type of article.
For example, you
may want to charge
more for a research
article than a book
review. You could also
consider linking page

A healthy flow of manuscripts is essential to the
success of any publication. We all know that
authors have a choice when considering where
to submit their papers. Managing your backlog
can help ensure that accepted manuscripts are
published in a timely manner. This not only keeps
your journal current with the most up-to-date
research, but it makes the author experience
a positive one, meaning authors will consider
your journal the next time they have a paper to
publish. 
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Kristy Ramirez, Advertising

Marketing Ideas from the Magazine Rack
The three popular magazines to
which I subscribe feature at least
one article per issue on weight
loss, childhood obesity, how to
deal with co-workers/in-laws,
budgeting, and how to better
relate to your mate. While this is
the content I expect to see in a
popular magazine, I do sometimes
crave more entertaining and/or
educational articles by experts,
who needn’t all be doctors and
budget consultants.
Popular magazines make the
simple, concise information
contained in scholarly publications
seem like an oasis. There’s no
denying that popular consumer
magazines and STM journals are
two completely different animals,
but that doesn’t mean we can’t
learn a thing or two from the
magazine rack:

Covers
Simply comparing the covers of a popular
magazine and a scholarly journal shows
marked differences. Some pop magazine
covers can be overwhelming, but they
do draw us in and make us excited to
dive in. A distilled version of the popular
magazine cover: a compelling picture
+ a headline that creates urgency and
excitement = newsstand curb appeal that
not only gets your current subscribers
excited to see what’s inside but also
attracts new readers.

On-Time Delivery
Would we be as loyal to our favorite
popular magazine if it was six months
behind in publication? Although many
STM publications can be described as
niche, few are the only publication in
their field. As with popular magazines, our
readers always have other options, so ontime delivery is important.

The Must-Have Factor
The all-of-the-most-savvy-fashionistassubscribe-to-this-magazine marketing
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strategy serves popular magazines well.
People depend on the popular magazine
to tell them how to wear their clothes this
fall or what new hairstyle is in. For STM
publications, developing a reputation that
every-heart-surgeon-who-is-any-heartsurgeon subscribes to your journal may
be a bit more difficult to achieve. After
all, we’re not talking about the subjective
views of a celebrity stylist but concrete
scientific research. However, the musthave factor can be achieved through
quality, applicable papers and a rock-solid
review process. Speed is also a key factor
here. Being the first to report on groundbreaking research in your field assures
that readers will view your journal as a
vital part of their libraries.

Advertising
Some journals have an aversion to
advertising, but the truth is that
advertising can bring in a lot of revenue.
STM publications know who they are
trying to reach and hit a perfect bullseye
for content the reader is interested in.
Such a precisely targeted audience can
be very valuable to advertisers. Allowing
relevant, quality advertising in your

publication can generate revenue and
increase page counts, and although it may
sound counterintuitive, attracting quality
advertisers can even give a publication a
sense of legitimacy in some fields.

Digital Content
Popular magazines have figured out how
to keep a balance of open access and
restricted content. They release enough
free content to keep their brand in front of
us without diluting the content available
only in the magazine itself. Rather than
decreasing subscriptions, the open access
content of popular magazines makes
consumers want to run out and buy the
magazine and/or subscribe. Popular
magazines are also integrating multimedia
content on their websites, keeping dry or
over-reported content interesting. This is
a trend that has been slow to catch on in
STM publishing.
Popular magazines will never be a
wealth of scholarly knowledge, and
scholarly publications will never be the
go-to for the latest hair style. However,
learning from each other might do us
both good. 
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society membership

Increasing Member Retention Among New Members
Publishers often overlook new members
as a crucial group of subscribers. Focusing
on getting members to renew after the
first and second years of membership can
be critical to the success of subscription
sales. Studies show that by the third year,
members are very likely to become longterm members, renewing every year. This
article provides tips for converting new
members into long-term subscribers.
In order to engage new members, try
implementing a member welcome letter.
In this letter, it is important to resell your
membership; you should convey what a
great decision the new member has made
in joining your organization. You should
also work to make contact with members
who are in their first two years of
membership every month and encourage
additional interactions between the new
member and your society.

•

•

•

•

•

Here are some ideas to help your
society encourage member–association
interactions:

•

• Launch a survey the results of which
your members will want to know. Make

•

the results available only to survey
participants.
Have members upload favorite pictures
from annual meetings or other events
to the society website.
Each week, create a short article that
highlights a member and his or her
contribution to the association or
industry and include information on
the member’s family, talents, and
hobbies. Publish it on the front page
of your website, in the journal, or in a
newsletter.
E-mail five active members about a
special, limited-time offer on one of
your society’s products and ask them to
forward it to a few of their friends.
Send a handwritten thank-you note to
one or more of your society’s biggest
promoters.
Celebrate your members’ successes—
their grants, awards, new degrees,
promotions, and so forth—by
announcing their accomplishments to
the membership.
Initiate an “anniversary campaign” to
celebrate members for their years of
membership.
Schedule a walk/run at annual

meetings. Research has shown that
walking with another person fosters
agreement and mutual appreciation.
• Offer free webinars with quick-hit
information on cutting-edge topics.
Make these webinars free for members,
but charge nonmembers a modest fee.
• Use video testimonials of different
members talking about how they have
personally and professionally benefitted
from being a part of your organization.
• Create opportunities for members to
give feedback online and acknowledge
that feedback.
In a recent survey of former members,
a national scientific association asked,
“What is the primary reason you allowed
your membership to lapse?” Surprisingly,
nearly 30% of respondents answered
that they were unaware that they hadn’t
renewed. In other words, 30% of its lapsed
members—individuals who wanted to
stay in the organization—were dropped
because they either did not recall being
asked to renew or thought they had
already paid their dues. Here are some
ways to make sure that does not happen
to your organization.

Allen Press Honored 2011
Allen Press was honored this year with
coveted awards from three prestigious
regional and national printing
competitions that judge excellence in
print quality as well as overall impact
and degree of difficulty in technique.
PIA MidAmerica, the regional trade
group of the Printing and Imaging
Association, bestowed the “Best of
Category” award on three publications,
recognizing each in their category in
the company’s division. The winning
pieces were American Art 24(3), a
University of Chicago Press publication
for the Smithsonian American Art
Museum, Orchids 79(7), a publication of
the American Orchid Society, and the
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Arabian Horse Times 2011
Calendar, from Arabian
Horse Times, Inc. Allen
Press’s accomplishments
were honored at a
banquet this spring in
Kansas City.
The company won two
Gold Ink Awards, given
by industry publications
Printing Impressions, Publishing Executive,
and Book Business. A Bronze award was
received for Gems & Gemology 46(4), a
publication of the Gemological Institute
of America, and a Pewter award was
received for Shadows of Minidoka,
an exhibition catalog featuring the

paintings and collections of artist Roger
Shimomura, published by the Lawrence
Arts Center, Lawrence, Kansas.
Sappi Fine Paper North America
honored the company with a Bronze
Printer of the Year Award for Gems &

FrontMatter

Christy Classi, Association Management, and Ariel Sinha, Marketing

Your first challenge is to grab your
members’ attention. To do this, you need
to use multiple means and increased
contact to retain members. A renewal
campaign should use mail, e-mail, and
phone and should have ten or more
contacts to achieve optimum results.
We have seen that just starting our
renewal schedule earlier and adding two
additional mailings significantly increases
responses for some clients.
However, redundant mailings are easy to
ignore. Change the look of your mailing
pieces to get people to notice your
message. This raises the cost slightly, but
improved response rates will offset any
increases.

Build urgency whenever possible; try to
motivate members to act now so that
your renewal notice doesn’t just sit in
their “Maybe Later” pile. This motivation
can be in the form of offering an earlybird discount to those who renew before
a certain date, or an early-bird incentive
that is something of value, such as a free
special publication. Limited availability
also makes a powerful proposition. For
example, say “Call now: the first 40 people
to renew will be get 25% off their annual
meeting registration.”
Do not stop trying. How many efforts
should be in your renewal schedule?
When do you stop? The general rule is:

“Keep mailing until response is no longer
profitable.”
Do not let your renewal series become a
sleeping dragon. Spending more time and
attention on this important membership
source will pay off.
Exit surveys should be an important part
of your renewal campaign. They provide
useful insight into a member's reasons for
not renewing their membership, which is
important information for planning the
future of your organization. It can also
help you ascertain in which category a
former member belongs: lapsed, defector,
or gone for good. 

Your renewal pieces should lead
with the key benefit of belonging
to your association. Remember
to make it about them, not you.
A great way to do that is to
highlight one specific program
or benefit in each renewal
communication to constantly
underscore the value of the
membership.

regarded print
professionals.

Gemology 46(4). Both Gems & Gemology
and Shadows of Minidoka were printed
on Sappi paper. This competition
received more than 2,100 entries in
North America with only 54 garnering
this prize, which is given in nine
categories.
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These competitions, sponsored by
printing and graphic arts industry
magazines, graphic arts trade
associations, and paper companies, offer
printers an opportunity to show their
best works alongside other printers,
and all are judged by a panel of highly

“The recognition
from these
awards
demonstrates
why print is still
a vital form of
communication
and the fact that
high-quality printing is still important,”
said Gerald Lillian, Allen Press CEO.
“Printing is often viewed as just a trade
or a job someone does. At Allen Press,
we see it as a true craft, and the fine art
of detail and color are as important to us
as they are to our clients.” 
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BrightCopy™ Digital Publication
Allen Press is pleased to introduce
BrightCopy™, a digital publication
platform that allows publishers to
leverage traditional print media for
optimized reading online.
BrightCopy provides an outlet for
publishers who need an online
solution that preserves the look
and feel of their print publication,
supports robust advertising
opportunities, and offers a mediarich experience for readers. Built
on an HTML5 mobile-optimized
platform, BrightCopy extends the
accessibility of content from printed
page to desktop computer to mobile
device, ensuring that readers can
access content whenever and
wherever.

BrightCopy is a full-featured digital
publication platform that meets the
needs of users and publishers alike.
User tools for linking, searching,
zooming, and social-network sharing
are standard features. Publishers
enjoy robust reporting capabilities,
advertising and sponsorship
opportunities designed to capitalize
on advertising profitability, and
sophisticated access control and
digital rights management (DRM)
options.
“At Allen Press, we have long
recognized that an online presence is
vital to the success of any publication,”
said Allen Press Product Marketing
Manager, Joanna Gillette. “With
BrightCopy, we’re giving publishers

the ability to take advantage of the
tools that an online environment can
provide without sacrificing design or
advertising revenue.”
Visit http://allenpress.com/services/
onlineservices/brightcopy for more
information about BrightCopy, or view
a live demonstration at http://bit.ly/
svIAGE. 

